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Global Monitoring Report 2004: Policies and Actions for Achieving the MDGs 
and Related Outcomes 

 
We welcome the Global Monitoring Report as an important working tool for assessing progress 
towards Millennium Development Goals and related outcomes as defined by the Development 
Committee. Taking stock of this progress is essential for focusing our attention on the key steps 
and policies needed to achieve the MDGs. The report strikes the right balance between generality 
and specificity and addresses major development issues in a frank and systematic manner. We 
hope that this first exercise of its kind will add realism to our understanding of the MDGs and 
development more generally.  
 
We fully support the main message of the document, namely, that increasing aid alone cannot 
bring us closer to attaining the MDGs. The report demonstrates that tangible and sustainable 
progress toward poverty alleviation and the MDGs is only seen in countries that have 
substantially improved their business environment. The best external assistance can hope to do 
is to complement domestic policy efforts. It is up to the developing countries themselves to 
enhance their competitiveness and diversify their national economies, and that in turn requires 
that they maintain sound macroeconomic, structural and social policies and good governance, 
invest in physical infrastructure and human capital, create enabling environment for private 
sector development and foreign direct investments, harvest globalization opportunities. External 
aid can help to foster these important internal changes, but it cannot substitute for more 
reliable incentives to growth that the developed countries could provide by eliminating biases 
in their trade policies, liberalizing and regularizing cross-border movement of goods and 
services, facilitating financial flows, including workers’ remittances.  
 
At the same time it is also clear that the existing system of aid mobilization and allocation is not 
optimal for catalyzing development in recipient countries. For example, the IFIs could do more 
to help borrowers create better domestic economic environment. The World Bank Group is a 
case in point. Due to its policy and instrument constraints in the last decade the Bank was unable 
to provide full- fledged support for large scale investments in infrastructure, and only recently 
started showing renewed interest to this area. The Bank also has difficulties in lending to sub-
national levels of government, and does not get sufficiently engaged in private sector 
development or improving access to international private capital markets. If the IFIs are serious 
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about helping their clients achieve the MDGs, they should concentrate on the areas where 
they could make a real difference using innovative and flexible approaches and instruments. 
 
In this respect we believe that the Global Monitoring Report sets a good departure point for 
tackling development issues in a more constructive and efficient way. First, the report clearly 
underscores the crucial role of economic growth and good policies in developing countries as the 
only reliable source of poverty alleviation and decreasing aid dependency. Second, it shows that 
progress indicators as incorporated in the MDGs cannot be achieved in isolation from combined 
efforts to foster growth and assure its social and environmental sustainability. Third, the report 
addresses the vital role of infrastructure in economic and social progress – a topic that has been 
neglected for a long time to the detriment of the developing world. Fourth, it shows that there is a 
trade-off between increasing aid amounts and improving its quality.  
 
Most of these issues are not new. Indeed many of them have been on the agenda of previous DC 
sessions and remain the focal point of IFIs activities because they are at the core of the 
development challenge. In some sense therefore, the repetition and reiteration of these issues is 
useful and even necessary. Nevertheless, it would be desirable to clarify the main purpose of the 
Global Monitoring Report. As we understand it, the report has been largely driven by the 
Monterrey Consensus, which established certain responsibilities of the parties involved in global 
development.  
 
With this in view we would have expected the Global Monitoring Report to provide a clear and 
candid assessment of actual changes in policies and outcomes achieved since the Monterrey 
Conference. Although the document contains some useful indications, the overall situation and 
its dynamics remain unclear. The document does not answer some basic yet important questions. 
For example, are all parties already delivering on Monterrey commitments? If not, why? What 
progress can be realistically expected and in what time frame? The report should take these 
lessons of stocktaking to explore whether the expectations associated with the Monterrey 
Consensus are realistic and whether they should be adjusted. Perhaps as a result we would even 
be forced to admit that the entire framework has failed to take off and should be abandoned. 
Such candid analysis could help the development community stop wasting scarce resources on 
fighting impossible battles and instead concentrate its efforts on the issues within direct reach, 
where broad consensus of all parties can realistically be achieved. We think that such analysis 
and practical focus should be incorporated into future Global Monitoring Reports. 
 

Financing Modalities Toward the Millennium Development Goals 
 
Dissatisfaction with the current levels and quality of aid has led to a number of radical proposals 
of new mechanisms for mobilizing and frontloading aid. These proposals include imposing an 
international tax and creating the International Finance Facility.  
 
On the issue of global taxation, we believe that it is premature to discuss any concrete proposals 
prior to receiving an assurance from national parliaments that they would in principle support 
such a tax. Moreover, we believe it would be utterly inappropriate to call for the creation of a 
supra-national taxation authority that would be necessary to enforce any such arrangement. It 
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should be made crystal clear that any attempt to infringe on national sovereignty of members has 
no place in this institution.  
 
On the issue of the International Finance Facility, we see a number of conceptual weaknesses 
associated with front- loading development assistance as presented by the IFF. In particular, the 
IFF proposal divorces meeting the Millennium Goals from economic growth, presenting them in 
an isolated way. The key to development is in relying on domestic mechanisms of growth. 
Financial assistance is only part of what the developed countries can do to help catalyze growth 
and development.  
 
The IFF proposal is also static, meeting the MDGs is seen as a one-time event. We believe that 
sustainability of achievement beyond 2015 is no less important, and that by ignoring the costs of 
retaining the levels that are yet to be achieved we are not doing justice to the enormity of the 
problem.  
 
The proposed frontloading mechanism effectively presumes that the bulk of the development 
challenge will have been met by 2015, and hence that development assistance can decline in 
subsequent years. We find it hard to share such optimism. Massive mobilization of financial 
resources in the active phase of the IFF is likely to increase aid fatigue, making it virtually 
impossible to raise necessary development financing after the IFF horizon when donor countries 
would have to pay the bill for frontloading. We also would suggest revisiting the analytical 
premise of the IFF, namely, that social and economic returns of aid are higher than the cost of the 
borrowed funds.  
 
In practice the IFF would mean the end of performance-based allocation. The combination of 
automatic targeting and frontloading of aid would inevitably result in re-allocation of resources 
in favor of poor performers. This contradicts current practice in most MDBs. The end result of 
this transformation is not hard to predict: the efficiency of ODA would drop dramatically. 

 
Finally, launching such a new mechanism would have serious legal problems and high 
transaction costs. A much easier way for any donor country that wishes to frontload its 
development assistance would be to finance it unilaterally through additional contributions to 
IDA or similar existing mechanisms.  
 

Education for All – Fast Track Initiative 
 
We welcome the presented Progress Report and particularly its focus on concrete actions and 
results. We believe that the ultimate success of the Initiative would critically depend on whether 
we are able to maintain this focus in the future and clearly link external assistance in the area of 
education to country performance in achieving their own goals of enrollment, completion and 
quality of education. However we should beware of the continuing proliferation of targets in this 
initiative, which holds the risk of micro-management by external donors and consequent loss of 
country ownership. 
 
In this respect we fully agree with the need to strengthen country capacity for monitoring the 
performance of the education sector, so that both the government and the donors can see the 
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practical result of their efforts as they progress. We are particularly encouraged by the suggestion 
to use such monitoring to determine relative effectiveness of the various policies and instruments 
used. Such analysis is essential for efficient allocation of resources, which are always too scarce 
to waste. Learning from experience what works and what does not would help the countries 
adjust their programs and goals, and donors would be able to concentrate aid on the areas and in 
instruments that are most effective. Ultimately we believe that the ability to demonstrate tangible 
results will be the key condition for maintaining or increasing the level of financing of this 
initiative in the future. 
 
In terms of modalities of financing for the Initiative, we agree that flexibility and predictability 
of support are important. We believe that the World Bank is setting an excellent example in this 
area, and hope that other development agencies will follow its example in simplifying and 
rationalizing aid modalities. At the same time we believe that flexibility should not be practiced 
at the expense of program sustainability and country ownership. We see the Fast Track Initiative 
as a tool for focusing the donors’ and client’s attention on the things that really matter, and on 
the means of addressing key development priorities in the way that most suits each country’s 
particular circumstances. As with all aid programs, EFA-FTI should not only monitor progress 
and effectiveness of the use of resources, but it should also envisage mechanisms and timetable 
for eventual reliance of the education sector on the country’s own resources.  
 

New Approach to Lending and External Assistance for Enabling 
Debt Sustainability in Low-Income Countries 

 
We welcome the progress in designing a framework for lending and external assistance to low-
income countries on the basis of maintaining debt sustainability. This is a first step towards 
reducing the risk of debt crises in low-income countries while preserving their access to external 
finance, including ODA. 
 
The issue of debt sustainability in low-income countries is indeed very pressing, as demonstrated 
by the HIPC countries and others, such as the seven poorest CIS states. The latter started their 
transition to market with zero debt, yet quickly reached unsustainable debt levels. Part of the 
blame for this lies with the IFIs and bilateral creditors and donors, who overestimated these 
countries’ growth potential and repayment capacity and thus misjudged the appropriate pricing 
and volume of lending. 
 
Although most building blocks of the new framework make sense, the methodology needs to be 
further clarified, refined and tested. For example, the objectivity of the CPIA and its use as a tool 
of estimating the limits of debt burden and debt service raise many questions. Although there 
may be some link between CPIA ratings and historical probabilities of default on external debt, 
this link in most cases is fairly loose. Moreover, the direction of causality between these 
indicators is by no means clear: in some cases low repayment capacity may be caused by the low 
quality of policies and bad governance, and in other cases the overall deterioration of financial 
situation due to an external shock may lead to economic and socio-political crises resulting in 
bad policies and governance. 
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In general, we support the idea that low-income countries are themselves responsible for debt 
sustainability. This involves, among other things, improving policies and institutions, enhancing 
debt-management capacity, and implementing domestic policies that reduce their vulnerability to 
exogenous shocks (such as introducing greater fiscal responsibility at all levels of local 
authorities, diversifying exports and holding adequate foreign exchange reserves). Donors should 
also be aware of the debt implications of their aid, so that they can adjust the modalities and 
volume of their support to low-income countries accordingly. In particular, there is a need to 
design and actively use contingent finance mechanisms that would help low-income countries in 
dealing with external shocks.  
 
We also believe that we cannot analyze debt sustainability separately from the outcomes of the 
HIPC initiative. There is a need to clarify how the new debt sustainability framework will 
correspond to the HIPC framework. If the two frameworks yield different results, this may lead 
to a great deal of confusion with respect to the needed amount of assistance. The Executive 
Boards will have to address these issues by the end of 2004 when they discuss the HIPC 
initiative sunset clause. 
 

Enhancing the Voice and Participation of Developing and Transition Countries 
 
We welcome the efforts to keep on the international agenda the issue of the voice of developing 
and transition countries in the World Bank Group. The reason why our voice matters is because 
we are the Bank’s clients, and our knowledge and experience of development are essential to 
make development assistance work. It is from this angle that we view any proposals for 
enhancing the voice and participation of developing and transition countries. 
 
It is not in the interests of any client country to undermine the effectiveness of the World Bank. 
In our view, it has seasoned governance structure based on the tradition of “governance by 
consensus”, and we would not support any proposal that undermines it, or that might handicap 
the Bank’s financial position.  
 
In general, we are not aware of any research or analysis that traces Bank’s problems or 
inefficiencies to its governance structure or distribution of shares and votes. 
 
In any case, no developing or transition country should see their voice impaired as a result of 
the overall exercise. 
 
We could do much more to enhance the real voice and participation of developing and transition 
countries by strengthening country ownership of all Bank and Fund programs. If aid operations 
are based on the client’s own priorities, systems and institutions, their effect will be stronger and 
longer lasting. In formulating such programs the IFIs should be mindful that sovereign 
governments are the only legitimate representatives of their countries. They have sole 
responsibility for the implementation of the projects and repayment of the loans. In this 
respect, although views of other stakeholders should be heard to enrich the discussion, in the 
end it is the government program and government priorities that should be used as a 
foundation of IFI assistance.  
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IDA in particular needs to make a greater effort to involve clients in the process of its decision 
making. It is not a secret that decisions of IDA deputies mostly reflect concerns of donor 
countries with diverse national accountability mechanisms. While this is certainly appropriate, 
we also believe that greater inclusion of recipient countries into IDA governance mechanisms 
could benefit both donor and recipients. Further refinement of the CPIA methodology and 
greater transparency of this process, thorough assessment of the countries’ absorptive capacity, 
engaging countries in IDA monitoring and evaluation processes as well as increasing the Board’s 
role in IDA decision making would both make IDA lending more effective and increase the 
voice and participation of developing countries in key decision-making areas.  
 
Finally, staff diversity and decentralized decision making are two of the most effective ways to 
involve developing and transition countries in preparing operations and formulating Bank 
policies. More needs to be done to attain greater diversity of the Bank’s staff, including its 
middle and senior management levels.  
 
 


